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elcome to the first issue
of Flexible Boss. It is
launching on the day the

UK government extends the right
to request flexible working to all
employees with 26 weeks’ continuous
service, something previously only
applicable to parents and carers.
There have been no shortage of
opinions dropping on this issue – from
the legal ramifications to surveys on
the likely uptake. Turn to page 12
for an in-depth look at the change,
including the opinion of the man who
wrote the guide for employers, Acas
head of equality Steve Williams.
Reactions to the extension tend to

culture and a strong message.
The beauty of flexibility is its,
well... flexibility. If customer contact
is essential you can innovate on shift

divide employers into three camps:

patterns and lengths. If part-time

those already doing it and nonplussed

won’t work in your business try a job

by all the fuss, those open to flexibility

share solution - Unilever’s Clare Dolan

and curious about the benefits it can

and Rosie O’Malley demonstrate how

bring, and those horrified by the idea.

well it can work on page 34.

Attending events on the flexibility

When we reach a tipping point

circuit, it is easy to be lulled into the

where a lack of flexibility is unusual,

sense that most employers ‘get’ this

the dinosaurs will be forced to

agenda. It is a self-selecting group

confront, if not their extinction, then

of open minds and innovators - not

their diminishing ability to compete in

many sceptics bother to leave the

the modern world. True flexibility isn’t

office to find out they might be wrong.

individual accommodation, it makes

However, raise the idea of flexibility

business sense.

in an office where the 9:5 (or more

A big thank you to distribution

likely 8:7) rules and you’ll be met with

partners Capability Jane, My Family

amused derision.

Care, Planon and Working Families for

That’s why legislation like this and
shared paternity leave due to come in

their support.
Enjoy the issue!

next year is important. It won’t be able

Profitable
real estate
and portfolio
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to compel employers to embrace agility

Heather Greig-Smith

but is part of a changing workplace

Editor, Flexible Boss
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Forum offers agile work support
A FORUM founded by 22 top UK

will be producing indexes on global

businesses to promote the benefits

agility and agility readiness for

of flexible working is to launch as a

businesses across the UK.

standalone organisation at the end of

“It is something we have spent two

July.

years really getting to grips with and

The Agile Future Forum (AFF) will

with McKinsey we have developed

be led by Fiona Cannon, diversity and

a really strong business case for

inclusion director at Lloyds Banking

value,” she said. “Agile working has

Group. She will be seconded to the

only ever been seen as a cost but

organisation for 50% of her time and

this is something that works for both

will also continue her role at the bank.

business and employees. We have

The forum launched in June 2013,

been able to prove that where we

some 18 months after deputy prime

have worked differently it has had an

minister Nick Clegg asked Lloyds Bank

impact on cost and revenue.”

chairman Sir Win Bischoff to establish
a group of leading employers to

AFF will run as a separate body until
Fiona Cannon: Lloyds Banking Group

consider the issue of workforce agility.

the end of 2015 when it will review
progress and decide what support is

Members include B&Q, BT, Cisco, Ford,

equivalent to 3-13% of workforce costs.

HM Treasury, John Lewis and Tesco.

It suggested there are opportunities for

The original AFF report identified

Member McKinsey & Co has worked to

a further 3-7% equivalent of workforce

mindset as a key barrier to change. It

quantify the value of agile working so

costs to be realised as well as sales

said agility needs to be business-led

the concrete benefits can be promoted.

uplift of up to 11%.

rather than left to HR departments.

In a report published at the launch,
AFF said in the areas it has reviewed
members are enjoying benefits

The forum now wants to support
other UK businesses in this change.
Cannon told Flexible Boss that AFF

then needed.

Understanding the business needs and
being prepared to make big strategic
changes are also vital.

Public sector focus on sharing
Public sector departments will share working hubs as work practices change and
government seeks to rationalise property.
Speaking at a Flexibility.co.uk conference in London last month, Bruce Mann,
the executive director of the Government Property Unit (GPU), said he is focusing
on people and property change. The GPU has launched the One Estate Programme
to encourage local authorities, central government and local agencies to solve
public property and land issues by working collaboratively.
“The way we work is changing. It comes from new technologies, attitudes,
the expectations of people joining the workforce for the first time and the great
expectations of working mothers and fathers about work life balance,” he said.
Mann added that he is looking at the “progressive aggregation of civil services
into multi-occupational buildings in London and elsewhere”. However, the idea of
public and private sectors sharing hub spaces is further off.
“The next level I would go to is sharing across the public sector and that might
mean local authority hubs in close proximity to civil government hubs. I can see
that happening with the private sector but the circumstances have to be right and
that includes price.”
Sharing buildings would enable movement between departments, added Mann.
“It makes it easier for people to work how they want to individually and then

Mann: “Because
they are all
together there is
better integration
for government”

because they are all together there is better integration for government.”
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NEWS
Deloitte seeks boost to
female talent pipeline

as resources, unnecessary travel and

Professional services firm Deloitte

rewrite the way we work and live and

UK has launched a range of formal

harmonise the two,” she said.

the forced segregation of work and
life. “There is a perfect opportunity to

Waters added that failure of public

and informal flexible working
arrangements in a bid to increase its

services to keep pace with changing

female talent pipeline and leadership.

work practices and consumer needs
would damage the economy.

As well as the right to request a

Both private and public sector

formal flexible arrangement, its
12,000 employees are now allowed to

achievements in flexible working were

request a block of four weeks unpaid

highlighted at the London ceremony.

leave each year, without reason or

Utility company Centrica scooped

justification. Other measures include

the best for flexible working award

the introduction of collaborative

for its work in embedding flexibility

and adaptable working spaces, open

across the business. Over 60% of its

conversations about agile working,

employees have some form of flexible

and improvements to technology.

working arrangement in place.

David Sproul, chief executive of
Deloitte UK, said the firm has set
ambitious targets of 25% female
partners by 2020 and 30% by 2030.
“In order to achieve these we must

Caroline Waters: WF Top Employer Awards

improve our pipeline of future female

Mobile security
failing to keep pace
British firms are not taking mobile
security as seriously as they should,

leaders by making Deloitte a place that

according to research by Samsung.

offers the opportunity to be successful

within technology is solely because

while maintaining a healthy work-

there are fewer women technologists

are striving to encourage flexibility,

life balance. This is about more than

in the marketplace: the 2013 research

with 75% confirming that mobile

doing the right thing – a clear business

brought to light differences in what

devices are connected to their

imperative has been identified.”

makes an employment proposition

corporate network. However,

attractive for women.

security breaches are increasingly

The multinational said businesses

Caption style caption style caption.

Survey to examine
gender diversity

benchmark their gender diversity and

opening themselves up to unnecessary

brand appeal to potential employees.

risk – over 10% have incurred costs

The Women in Technology

IBM, HSBC, Unilever and Tesco were

of more than £25,000 due to security

benchmarking and employer brand

among those who participated in

incidents in the past year. Almost half

survey is seeking organisations to take

2013. For more information, contact

the companies surveyed (47%) have

part in its latest project.

ruthevans@capabilityjane.com

had a company handset lost or stolen

The research will allow employers to

commonplace, and businesses are

over the past 12 months and 10% have

The 2014 survey, run by flexible

had over 200 handsets lost or stolen.

dominated sector to help employers

‘Perfect storm’ calls
for workplace change

increase their appeal to female

Carers UK vice-president Caroline

mobile security is more important

technologists. It will concentrate on the

Waters has called for a rethink of

than facilitating flexible working and

“experienced hire” technology market:

the way work is conducted given

improving software

individuals on salaries over £40,000

the “perfect storm” of globalisation,

across a range of core technology

changing consumer demands,

enterprise business team at Samsung

functions. The survey is distributed to

technological advancements and

UK & Ireland, said: “Businesses need to

more than 350,000 people, including

shifting demographics.

make sure their security keeps up with

recruitment specialist Capability Jane,
will focus on the traditionally male-

those in employment and contracting

Speaking at the Working Families

Crucially, less than 10% of chief
technology officers believe improving

Graham Long, vice-president of the

the increasing use of mobile devices.

Top Employer Awards, Waters said

With more and more employees using

there should be an end to “work

their own personal smartphones and

Sara Hill said there is a common

intensification and extreme jobs”,

tablets for work, neglecting security

misconception that gender disparity

complex structures that treat people

can be a very expensive mistake.”

as well as women returners.
Capability Jane chief executive

www.flexibleboss.com
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Cable ban on zero
hours exclusivity

half (43%) of British SMB decision

Exclusivity clauses are to be banned

which gives all employees with 26

for zero hours contracts, business

weeks’ service the statutory right to

secretary Vince Cable has announced.

request flexible working.

makers support the legislation. And,
only 55% are aware of the change,

Nearly a quarter of those polled

The decision follows concern about
rising numbers of contracts which

(23%) named ‘trust’ as a barrier to

offer workers no minimum guarantee

adoption of a more flexible approach

of hours. It is estimated that 125,000

while ‘culture change’ was cited as

employees are subject to the clauses,

the second most common barrier

which stop them working elsewhere.

(16%). However, rapid advances
in technology and increasing

Cable said zero hours contracts do
have a place in the labour market

affordability mean that just over one

as they offer flexible opportunities

in ten (11%) see this as an issue.
“Thanks to modern technology,

to students, older people and others
looking to top up their income.

putting efficient flexible working

However, he said: “it has become clear

processes in place can be done both

that some unscrupulous employers

quickly and easily,” said Andrew

abuse the flexibility that these

Millard, Citrix senior director,

contracts offer to the detriment of

international marketing. “Whilst trust

their workers.”

clearly remains a major issue, mobile
workspace technology helps overcome

Government will also consult on

this by allowing employees to work

measures to stop employers evading

together regardless of where they

the ban, for example by offering one
hour fixed contracts.
Tim Thomas, head of employment

of employees showing a lack of

are. Work is something you do, not

awareness of the forthcoming change

somewhere you go.”

policy at EEF, the manufacturers’

to flexible working laws, almost one in

organisation, said the flexibility

five intend to submit an application.

offered by zero hours contracts is

This would suggest that as more

important. “For manufacturers where

employees realise putting in a flexible

Workingmums in
best practice debate

skills are in scarce supply, zero hours

working request is open to them, even

Job site Workingmums.co.uk has

contracts can help employers tap into

more applications will be submitted.”

published an overview of policy

Of those surveyed, 50% are already

developments and best practice

specialist skills when they are needed,
such as drawing on the experience of

working flexibly, while 32% said they

case studies on flexible working and

older workers.”

did not want or need to work on a

diversity.

flexible basis. Half said they would be

The information is drawn from

Poll says workers not
aware of flex change

more productive if working flexibly.
a request, 8% said they felt submitting

Danone, Addison Lee and Royal Mail

A poll of over 1,000 working adults has

an application would reflect badly on

for innovation and progress.

found 17% intend to submit a flexible

them, 8% feared losing their job and

working request. This number rises to

7% thought it would be declined.

Of those who do not intend to make

winners of the company’s 2013 awards,
which rewarded businesses such as

Gillian Nissim, founder of the
site, said: “While we welcome the
extension of the right to request

24% for the 16-24 age group.

flexible working to all employees, we

However, it said 73% of those polled

SMEs fail to grasp
legislative benefits

did not know legislation on flexible

Only 11% of small and medium-sized

look holistically at their organisations

working is changing. The age range

businesses believe the extension of

and how they could benefit from a

most aware of the legislation was 16-24

flexible working legislation will have a

more flexible culture, rather than just

year olds, 44% of whom were aware.

positive impact on their business and

looking at individual requests as they

21% say it will be detrimental.

come up.”

The Harris Poll was conducted on
behalf of career community Glassdoor.

Joe Wiggins, Glassdoor senior jobs
community manager, said “Despite
a surprisingly high proportion
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According to a YouGov survey
conducted on behalf of Citrix, less than

are concerned that many employers
may not have used this opportunity to

For a free copy of the report email
marketing@workingmums.co.uk
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Grappling with
Shared Parental Leave?
Are you unsure what your company should be doing
about Shared Parental Leave?
My Family Care’s FREE HR Resources provide help,
advice, and ideas on what other companies are doing,
before the new legislation comes into effect.
Simply click on the images below or visit our website.
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Register for our
HR WEBINAR
Shared Parental Leave:
Nine Months and Counting
Thursday 10th July at 1pm

www.myfamilycare.co.uk

Job Design for Flexible Working™
Methodology
Understanding and evaluating the job is an important step in
determining whether and how flexible working can be successfully
implemented. Having a clear understanding of what will work and
what will not can empower managers to be more open to flexible
working and to think more creatively about how work gets done.
Drawing on years of experience, Capability Jane has developed a tried and tested
methodology to assess what flexible working patterns are practical and commercially viable.
Our approach combines leading practice job design principles with in-depth knowledge on
the technicalities and success criteria associated with flexible working.

The Job Design for Flexible Working Methodology™ has been translated into three core
“bite sized” learning modules for HR, Resourcing, Hiring Managers and Employees:
Flexible Working Role
Evaluation Methodology

Flexible Working, Messaging
and Managing

Evaluating Your Role for Flexible Working

Online Guide to Job Design for
Flexible Working

This 90 minute session provides an introduction to the
methodology to establish which flexible working patterns
will work for a role and which will not. We go through the
process step-by-step and delegates will leave with a better
understanding of the key factors to be considered when
designing a role for flexibility or managing a flexible working
request.

This 90 minute session for employees provides an overview
of the principles of the methodology to help individuals
establish which flexible working patterns will work for their
role and which will not. Individuals will leave with a clear
concept of the critical factors to be considered when putting
together a request for flexible working.

Flexible Working Job Design,
Influencing and Implementing

HR and Resourcing Practitioners will spend 90 minutes
exploring the common barriers and objections to flexible
working and how to overcome them. We consider how best
to provide genuine flexible opportunities to attract and retain
a more diverse pool of talent. We explore the most effective
ways to communicate the methodology internally and
maximise the impact for the wider business.

www.capabilityjane.com

A 90 minute session for hiring managers on how best to
communicate and manage flexible working. We identify
common misconceptions and objections and how to
overcome them, as well as the importance of “positioning”
the arrangement successfully within the team. We introduce
guiding principles for flexible working and the key
considerations for managing expectations and performance.

Guidelines and a pre-recorded webinar, which introduces
flexible working and the importance of job design, considers
the options available and provides an overview of a step-bystep role evaluation. This is supported by a set of supporting
documents including a role evaluation template, step-bystep example and “Top Tips”. This resource is designed to
be hosted internally, providing a permanent resource that
can be accessed by employees, HR, resourcing and hiring
managers as and when the need arises.

For further information please contact Ruth Evans:
ruthevans@capabilityjane.com / 07904 984304

NEWS

DfT accused of slow rail reform
GOVERNMENT is to announce a

in some cases being priced out of jobs

trial of part-time season tickets for

altogether.”

rail commuters later this year after

The number of part-time workers

campaigners expressed anger at

is on the rise, with over 12 million

delays.

people in the UK now working either

The Campaign for Better Transport

part-time or flexibly. Unlike many

said part-time commuters could

European countries, most UK train

save £1,500 a year on travel if the

operators do not offer tickets targeted

government honoured its previous

at part-time workers.

pledge to provide flexible season

The government committed itself

tickets. Campaigners delivered a joint

to trialling part-time season tickets,

letter to the Department for Transport

after consulting on fairer ticketing in

(DfT) in June, saying that government

March 2012. In October 2013 it pledged

is penalising part-time workers by

to trial part-time season tickets on a

failing to keep up with modern ways of

London commuter route but no date

working.
It also published research saying

has been set for it to begin and no line
© Campaign for Better Transport

those commuting to part-time jobs in

has yet been agreed.
A DfT spokesman said: “We are

London from the South East would be

campaigner at the Campaign for

aware that people are increasingly

an average of £1,500 a year better off.

Better Transport, said: “The days of

working more flexible hours and

Part-time commuters to Birmingham

everyone working 9 to 5, Monday to

require a public transport system that

would save around £600, with those

Friday are long gone but government

best suits their needs. We are currently

commuting to part-time roles in

hasn’t kept up and is dragging its

developing a trial of part-time season

Manchester and Bristol saving £460

heels over season tickets for part-time

tickets, which will look at how we

and £765 respectively. Nearly 75% of

workers. The result is part-timers who

can give passengers a better deal. We

part-time workers are women.

catch the train to work paying huge

expect to announce more details later

sums for tickets they don’t use, and

in the year.”

Martin Abrams, public transport

HR faces global work challenge
HUMAN resources management professionals must deal with significant change
to ways of working, according to research by The Economist Intelligence Unit.
Sponsored by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) Foundation
What’s Next: Future Global HR Trends – Evolution of Work and the Worker points
to the increasing participation of women in the global workforce, demographic
change and the difficulties of motivating and retaining ‘Generation Y’ workers.
With more women than men in tertiary education, female workforce
participation is likely to become increasingly highly skilled and employers need to
plan for them to work flexibly at times. “Employers will have to become attuned
to the idea that many highly qualified workers in key jobs will not always be
available.” They also need to find ways to keep high-potential women committed.
The report adds that technological advances are eroding physical barriers in
the workplace and telecommuting is on the rise. “With companies now engaging
with a flexible and mobile workforce, performance measures will have to be
revamped. Once managers prioritise outcomes, and not just productivity or
process, new evaluation models will be necessary. HR will also need to assess
the most effective methods for managing and communicating with teleworkers,

“HR will need to
assess methods for
communicating
with teleworkers”

particularly across borders.”

www.flexibleboss.com
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Research: latest news
Recruitment fails to capture flexibility
Managers are missing a trick when it comes to recruiting flexible workers,
according to research by the Timewise Foundation.
A poll of 1,161 workers found that two in five want to work flexibly, equating to
8.7m full-time workers across the UK. It also interviewed 500 managers and found
that 91% are open to discussing flexible working options when recruiting but only
one in four of the jobs they advertised stated whether flexibility was possible.
Managers also said flexible roles are less available the higher up the
organisation candidates apply. While they believe flexible workers are often
skilled and experienced, 69% said they were “less ambitious” than colleagues.
Timewise co-founder Karen Mattison said: “Flexibility is moving from niche
to mainstream. In today’s post-recession market employers are having to fight
harder for talent, and yet by playing their cards too close to their chests when it
comes to alternative working structures, they miss a key advantage.”

Executives demand wireless workplaces
Information technology professionals are under pressure to deliver all-wireless
workplaces to support flexibility and collaboration.
Network provider Aruba Networks surveyed 1,000 global IT professionals and
found 70% of them are feeling this pressure, with 51% of the organisations seeing
a rise in remote or mobile working in the past year. In addition, 77% saw an
increase in workers using mobile devices for work. Only 12% of those surveyed
discouraged the use of personal devices. To support business needs, 71% of the
IT departments increased investment in wi-fi, while another 46% were given
increased budgets for mobility projects.
Russell Hookway, network and telecoms manager at the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea, said: “Across our council, employees are now actively
choosing a ‘mobile-first’ working model, because it makes them more efficient.
Creating an environment that supports this model makes good business sense.”

Homeworking could save business £3bn
Home working could save the UK £3bn and three million tonnes of carbon a
year, according to research by consultancy the Carbon Trust. It said technological
advances make homeworking a viable option for more than 40% of UK jobs.
More than 4 million UK employees work from home, cutting commuting and
saving carbon, money and time. The trust said if office space is rationalised as a
result, home working can also reduce office energy consumption and rental costs.
Yet the report cautioned that carbon savings are sometimes not achieved
because of potential rebound effects, particularly the increased carbon emissions
from employees working in homes that are energy inefficient. Workplaces that
can realise the greatest immediate environmental benefits tend to be those
with long average commutes, especially by car, and where employers are
contemplating a move to new premises.

10
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Near or far: the
future of work?
Neardesk wants to change
the way we work with the
‘Oyster card of desk space’.
Heather Greig-Smith talks
to founder Tom Ball

I

The pay-as-you-go cards are also
issued through partners. “It’s about
partnerships,” says Ball. “We’re not
trying to single-handedly take over
the world.” Users pay Neardesk on a
monthly basis and it distributes the
cash to different locations. Employers
can buy multiple cards to give to staff
and pay one monthly bill for all.

n June, pay-as-you-go business

“Flexible working should be flexible

space provider Neardesk closed its

and you should be able to do different

crowd-funding proposition having

things from week to week,” he says.

smashed through its £600,000 target

Ball’s vision is of empty spaces in

and secured £760,000. It takes the two

local high streets becoming working

year-old firm’s funding to over £1m.

hubs where people can work one

Frustrated by the choice between

of two days a week, cutting their

commuting into London and working

commuting, raising their flexibility

from home, founder Tom Ball also

and regenerating the community at the

didn’t want to commit to renting a

same time. “We’re trying to get close to

desk or paying a monthly sum for

people’s homes – if we’re 20 minutes

space. Neardesk aims to fill a gap by

away, it’s probably not that much use,”

offering a different payment model.

he adds.

Referring to the electronic ticketing
used on public transport in Greater

but you don’t need a desk each.”
Users of Neardesk locations will not
have a uniform experience, something
Ball is keen to emphasise. They are

Cost of commuting

London, he says: “It’s the Oyster card

different spaces run by different
people. However, he says the company

for desk space: you only pay for the

Neardesk is based on the vision

is passing on ideas and best practice

time you use.”

of a changing workplace, growing

examples to help the locations improve

in flexibility, moving away from a

the user experience. “We’re starting

businesses and individuals in its bid

culture of presenteeism and helping

to collect anonymous data on what

to offer space to freelancers, mobile

businesses cut their property costs.

people do and don’t like,” he says.

workers and employees looking to cut

Ball calculates that for a worker

their commuting and work near home

earning £50,000 in central London, the

users, Ball is confident the model will

some of the time.

total cost of the desk and commute is

be attractive. The first people to come

more than their take-home pay.

in always choose a communal desk, he

The company is targeting both

The company spent its first year
running a flexible working space,

He says small and medium-sized

From watching the behaviour of

says. “Logically you’d expect people

tracking user behaviour and needs.

companies are increasingly using a

to sit at a proper desk, away from

The 5,000 sq ft premises at London

blended model, where they maintain

everybody else, but the first seat to go

Bridge was a test bed for the model

some permanent space in a flexible

is on one of the big kitchen tables and

that has now rolled out across 150

working hub and then use hot desks

the second is almost always on the

business space locations.

on days when more staff are in the

same table. We are social beings.”

The third-party providers use

office. “We’ve got a company that

Neardesk technology to allow workers

saves so much money operating on

Readers of Flexible Boss can join

to access their offices and pay for the

that model it can afford two more

Neardesk for £1 instead of £20, and

time they need. Ball’s aim is to get a

members of staff,” he says. “You want

get £5 off their first use. Just enter

network of 5,000 such spaces across

the core to have the printer, the bro-

the referral code flexibleboss on the

the country in the next five years.

chures and to be able to get together,

joining page

www.flexibleboss.com
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RIGHT TO
REQUEST

March
of progress
FLEXIBILITY ADVOCATES SEE WORRY OVER THE EXTENSION OF THE RIGHT TO
REQUEST FLEXIBLE WORKING AS A STORM IN A TEACUP, BUT OTHERS ARE AFRAID
OF DEALING WITH QUEUES OF EMPLOYEES ARMED WITH COMPETING REQUESTS.
HEATHER GREIG-SMITH ASKS IF THERE IS ANYTHING TO FEAR

F

rom 30 June all employees who

workplaces,” he says. “We haven’t seen

Sarah Jackson, chief executive of

have been with an organisation

any increase in calls to our helpline or

charity Working Families, agrees: “If

for 26 weeks will have a

subsequent tribunal claims.”

you talk to businesses that have been

statutory right to request flexible

This view is shared by those who

doing this for everybody for years and
years, it is not an issue.”

working. The business world is divided

have already forged a trail in the

on whether this will pose problems.

flexibility jungle. Lloyds Banking

Those who have already embraced

Group was the first to offer flexibility

all, it is predominantly taken up by

the concept of flexibility say there is

to all employees – 16 years ago.

those with caring responsibilities, she

little to fear, but lawyers caution there

Diversity and inclusion director Fiona

says. “There aren’t that many people

could be pitfalls ahead.

Cannon says employers will not be

who don’t have caring responsibilities

overwhelmed by requests.

who want to work flexibly,” she says.

Steve Williams, head of equality at
Acas, wrote the code that accompanies

“We have never been overloaded,”

Even where flexibility is offered to

“They need the money.”

the legislation. He says that while the

she says. “A lot of flexibility is around

current publicity may encourage some

the edges – such as coming in 30

to consider working flexibly, there is

minutes late so you can do the school

no reason to expect the floodgates to

run. That’s typically where we find

The terminology ‘right to request’ can

open. “Discussions around flexible

most flexible working is. Many people

be confusing. In fact, the legislation

working are already occurring in

can’t afford to reduce their hours.”

is about the process that employers

12
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RIGHT TO
REQUEST
must follow when a request is made,

person’s request, the whole nature of

not about the right to ask. There is

the business case for the next person

nothing to stop employees asking

changes,” she says. “I can understand

at any time, even if they haven’t

the anxiety that you’re going to get

reached the 26 week stage.

two or three requests at the same time,
but if that’s the case you have to use

“All the 26 week [criteria] is about
is when you have the statutory

common sense and get staff involved

right to ask to work flexibly and an

in the decision.”
The most important point, adds

expectation that your employer must
handle that request in a reasonable

Williams, is to be transparent about

manner,” explains Williams.

the process that will be followed in
advance. “It’s the right time for an

And it is perfectly acceptable

employer to make sure their flexible

to say no. “It’s only a right to ask,

working policy is up to scratch.

not a right to have. Providing the
employer handles the request in a

Steve Williams: Acas

turn requests down. This isn’t about
a burden for business; it’s about
getting employers and employees to
think more widely about why and
when we work.”
Any challenges by employees to
the legislation have to be made on
the process being unfair, not on the

Cannon seconds this view: “It’s less
about how many times you say yes or

reasonable manner, they can easily

“This isn’t about
a burden for
business; it’s
about why and
when we work”

no and more about having a process
in place that makes both the managers
and individuals feel they have gone
through a fair process.”

Saying no
Line manager co-operation and skills

employer’s decision. The Acas code

are key ingredients. Managers must

offers eight business reasons for

be robust and confident where the

saying no, including: the burden of

decision is negative. “Businesses

costs; inability to cover the workload;
inability to recruit additional help;

need to make sure their managers
Acas advice to deal with requests in

are skilled up to say no when they

a detrimental impact on quality,

the order they are made is “simplistic”,

mean no or colleagues have to deal

ability to meet customer demand or

she says. “Large employers may

with the consequences of an ill-judged

performance; and planned structural

be getting a large number of these

approved request. This has a negative

changes to the business.

requests.”

impact not just on the business but the

However, Williams is clear that

Practical application

employers faced with multiple
simultaneous requests should stick

whole area of flexible working,” says
Williams.
The ACAS guidance explains that

If requests are more likely to come

to dealing with them in the order

bosses are not required to make value

in a steady trickle than apocalyptic

they were made, even if that is only

judgments on the reasons for flexible

flood, are employers right to be

minutes apart. “Managers often feel

working requests. However, Williams

concerned? Emma Mills, legal

they have set a precedent by saying

says: “If you have two requests and

director at law firm DLA Piper, says

yes – that couldn’t be further from the

one might be something to do with

they should be thinking about it.

truth. If the business environment has

retaining an employee who has long

changed, you have to be prepared to

service they might choose to prioritise

say no.”

such requests. But as a rule of thumb it

“I suspect in practice it won’t be as
problematic as some fear [but] there
could be situations where they have

He adds that businesses dealing

is better not to make value judgments.”

competing requests and how they

with multiple requests should be

determine between those could give

open and discuss the issue with the

inadvertently discriminate against

rise to legal or employee relations

teams involved. “There may be an

particular employees because of their

issues. If they haven’t set out a clear

alternative or a compromise. The

protected characteristics, such as

policy in advance they could have

fact that the manager tries to achieve

where flexible working arrangements

some disappointed employees and a

a compromise can go a long way to

would be a reasonable adjustment for

feeling that some are being treated

cushioning the effect of saying no.”

a disabled employee. There will be

more favourably. My sense is most
haven’t done that yet.”

Employers must be careful not to

This is something Jackson echoes.

inevitable interaction with Equalities

“As soon as you have said yes to one

Act legislation, says Mills: “Employers

Flexible Boss: June 2014
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RIGHT TO
REQUEST
Electronics firm Plantronics has also
embedded flexibility in its business
model. Senior UK HR manager
Sarah Roxburgh says it focuses on
contribution and achievement, not
being in a particular place for a
specific period of time. “This approach
takes away a significant amount of
logistical domestic juggling that many
employees experience,” she says.
She believes there’s no need for
employers to be apprehensive.
Allowing employees to “manage
their ‘life-scape’ more effectively”
has increased engagement and
productivity at the firm, she says.
Anna Stoneman, inclusion and
diversity adviser at National Grid,
agrees. In 2012/13 it approved 280 of
283 flexible working requests. “These

“Now more than ever, employers
need to be looking at agility”

figures demonstrate our commitment
to supporting the work-life balance
of our employees, which in turn
increases employee engagement.”

Soft legislation
are not required to make value

create a hierarchy of rights, either

judgments but it is inevitable that if

within or between different protected

Dubbed ‘toothless’ by some, others

forced to make a choice they would

characteristics covered by the Equality

say the legislation sends an important

accept the request from someone with

Act. Following guidance from Acas,

message and is part of a wider cultural

a recourse to sexual discrimination

and avoiding value judgments on the

change happening in the workplace.

claim. These issues are not new but

reasons behind a request will be key.”

The existing right to request for

will come up much more frequently.”

Age dynamics

Given the scope organisations have

parents and carers is “a soft piece of

to refuse flexible working requests,

legislation that has had an impact far

those opposed to introducing flexibility

beyond what was hoped for”, says

across their company are unlikely to

Working Families’ Jackson.

It is the interaction between age and

have problems providing a business

the legislation that some believe could

justification – but this would be missing

proponents believe it needs to be

be the trickiest area to navigate. Ruth

the point, says Cannon. She believes

divorced from childcare. “Everybody

Ormston, associate at Wragge Graham

firms should see this as a chance to

has some kind of life outside work,”

Lawrence & Co, says government

update their ways of working.

says Cannon.

statements indicate that older workers

“Now, more than ever, employers

For flexibility to become widespread,

For others, the fact that legislation

need to be looking at agility,” she

is needed demonstrates how far the

says. “The challenge of globalisation

workforce is from true flexibility.

flexible working requests from older

and changing consumer demands

Flexibility.co.uk director Andy

employees will increase after 30 June,

mean that for organisations to remain

Lake says the business benefits

and employers will need to plan and

successful they really need to be able

to embedding this approach are

prepare for how they are going to

to flex.” The traditional 9-5 model of

significant: “Right to request is good,

process and handle requests,” she says.

work has become outdated but most

but it is still thinking of flexibility as

are still trying to operate this way.

different from the norm; it needs to be

an increasing number of requests from

“The right to request is just another

the other way round.”

younger employees seeking more of

lever for organisations to look at

a work-life balance. They need to be

how they run their business and the

code of practice on flexible working

careful that their approach doesn’t

resourcing they need.”

requests.

are a driving force in this legislation.
“We expect that the number of

“Employers may also be faced with

14
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Employer Membership of Working Families
Why join Working Families? Working Families leads the way in helping organisations and
employees integrate their worlds, through building enabling and flexible environments that
enhance productivity, creativity and wellbeing so that work works for everyone. With over 30
years of research combined with deep, cross sector, industry experience, we provide expert,
evidence-based advice and teaching to help employers and employees succeed. To find out
how you can benefit from our support, please contact: Kirstie Axtens, Head of Employer
Services, kirstie.axtens@workingfamilies.org.uk
Working Families Calendar of Employer Events 2014
Contact: events@workingfamilies.org.uk or call 020 7253 7243
July
Working Families in the Midlands – Breakfast Forum
Driving performance, well-being and engagement through positive balance and worklife-fit
Date: Tuesday 8th July, 08.30-11.30
Venue: DWF LLP, One Snowhill, Snow Hill Queensway Birmingham B4 6GA
September
National Work Life Week Conference
Date: Monday 22nd September 2014
Venue: Barclays, 1 Churchill Place, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HP
National Work Life Week
Dates: Monday 22nd – Friday 26th September 2014
Go Home on Time Day
Date: Wednesday 24th September 2014
October
Scottish Top Employers for Working Families Special Awards
November
Working Families’ Annual Lecture

http://www.workingfamilies.org.uk/

flexible working news, views and best practice
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OPINION

Will SPL
shift the
needle?
Ben Black, Director
My Family Care

T

introducing shared

other 75% of employers

jigsaw. It’s not only a ‘nice-

parental leave

involved were a bit more

to-have’, it is commercially

(SPL) might be sound but

circumspect. The approach

sensible – whatever the

the details are a bit of a

was more “wait and see”

naysayers would have

dog’s dinner. If you’re

and hope nothing changes

you believe. It’s all about

responsible for making

too much.

allowing our brightest

he rationale for

sure your employer is “SPL

That might not be a very

women to shine through at

ready” then there’s a lot to

progressive approach but

the expense of, ahem, some

get your head round. And

I have a lot of sympathy.

of the not-so-bright men.

actually time isn’t really on

Taking the lead on new HR

In that context anything

your side.

initiatives can be brilliant

that shifts the needle,

“If we are
serious about
judging people
on ability
rather than
gender, then
SPL is an
important part
of the jigsaw”

but it can be uncomfortable

even slightly, should be

employers are approaching

as well. And quite frankly

embraced.

SPL is fascinating. When

not all companies really

putting together our SPL

believe that diversity and

ridiculously complicated

information pack with law

female talent are quite

and therefore less

firm Hogan Lovells, the

as important as their

effective? Complicated

100 employers who gave us

corporate literature would

does not necessarily equal

the all-important issue of

input split into roughly two

have you believe.

“bad”. Forcing employers

company culture.

Understanding how other

distinct groups.

Will the legislation make

Have they made the rules

to understand what this all

Whilst the numbers

any difference? One view

means and to make some

might be small initially,

organisations were excited

is that it will make virtually

changes as a result means

I believe we’ll see a slow

about SPL. For them there

no difference and it’s a

the issue has received

embrace over the next

might be some pain but

complete waste of time. The

plenty of air-time. It might

few years as more fathers

it is a genuine chance to

take up will be incredibly

be painful but it’s also the

realise that being a dad

reset the whole maternity

slow and SPL will barely

best way to get everyone

and having a career are

package. Treating men as

shift the needle in terms of

sitting up and taking notice.

not necessarily mutually

working dads in the same

making society more equal.

“Fathers now have

way we categorise women

However, there is also

the same rights to look

been struggling with

About half of the

exclusive. Mothers have

as working mothers is a

good news. Firstly, if we

after a new baby as

that challenge since time

fantastic opportunity to

are serious about judging

mothers.” Put like that it

immemorial. Giving dads

recalibrate the way we

people on ability rather

is big news. Thanks to the

the same challenge is

think about the employer/

than gender then shared

complications, more people

healthy. As one witty HR

employee relationship.

parental leave is a small

might hear about it and

director put it: “now I can’t

Unsurprisingly the

but important part of the

that’s important in shifting

hire men or women.”

www.flexibleboss.com
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A future of
flexibility
by default
Sarah Jackson, chief executive
Working Families

W

ith less than a

calls under the headings

putting single parents

year to go until

equality at work and at

and parents of disabled

the general

home, money, childcare

children at particular

infrastructure, and time.

disadvantage.

election in May 2015, teams
of strategists, number-

With an ageing

crunchers and policy

in both the law and

population, we need to

wonks in each of the main

employer best practice,

recognise and support

parties will be burning the

negative assumptions

the growing role of

midnight oil between now

about flexible and family-

grandparents in family

and the party conference

friendly working persist.

care, including granting

season in September, when

Reduced-hours working

grandparents a leave

the party manifestos are

is still heavily gendered

entitlement similar to the

likely to be finalised. To

and all too often seen as a

existing right to unpaid

help them in their task, we

lack of commitment, with

parental leave. The law on

at work-life balance charity

senior roles and flexible

employment status needs

caring responsibilities,

Working Families have

working wrongly held to

to be updated to ensure

without having to give up

come up with some key

be incompatible. It is vital

that workers on zero hours

work.

policy actions we believe

that we get fathers more

contracts, agency workers

the next government

involved in caring for their

and others all enjoy access

a flexible by default

must take if employment

children.

to ‘family-friendly’ rights.

approach to job design

And we need to greatly

and recruitment in the

is actually to work for all

There are key gaps in the

Second, it should adopt

families – whatever their

legal framework for time

increase the supply of good

public sector, so that all

size and shape.

off work in order to fulfil

quality, flexible jobs.

jobs in central and local

Working parents,

18

Despite great progress

“Negative
assumptions
about flexible
and familyfriendly
working
persist”

family responsibilities,

First, we believe the

government are advertised

grandparents and carers

especially at times of

government elected in 2015

on a flexible basis unless

need the twin currencies

crisis, such as the onset

should establish a statutory

there is a specific, good

of time and money. They

of disability of a child.

right to request a period

business reason not to.

need equality in the home,

Just 13% of mothers of a

of adjustment leave, to

Ministers should act and

as well as at work. They

disabled child are in paid

enable families to weather

recruit business leaders

need access to justice when

employment, well below

relatively short-term life

as flexible working

things go wrong. And they

the overall maternal

crises such as the death,

champions, and should

need proper support with

employment rate of 65%.

serious illness, or onset

encourage private sector

childcare. Our Families &

And there are simply too

of disability of a partner,

employers to adopt our

Work manifesto for 2015

few good quality part-time

parent or child, or other

‘Happy to Talk Flexible

sets out specific policy

or otherwise flexible jobs,

significant change in their

Working’ strapline.
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The job
design
imperative
Sara Hill, chief executive
Capability Jane

I

n today’s fast-paced,

1946-1964), Generation X

women community – 3.8m

global organisations,

(born late 1960s to 1980s)

workers – found 90% want

encouraging managers

and Millennials (1980s

some form of flexibility,

to be open to flexible

onwards). Research has

with 60% wishing to work

working practices can be a

shown that flexible and

part time at some stage.

real challenge. Operational

part-time working is a key

An increasing number of

pressures, a fear of how it

requirement for attraction

Generation X men (52%)

will impact ability to meet

and retention of workers

also want flexible options.

customer demands, and

across all groups.

perceived complexity are
often barriers.

Some 22% of the working

There is evidence that
lack of access to flexible

population would like

working patterns is one of

“Lack of access
to flexible
working is one
of the reasons
for the leaking
of female
talent”

the option to work part-

the reasons for the leaking

evaluating how the job is

time at some point. But

pipeline of female talent

done is an important and

the data becomes even

and lack of representation

often overlooked step in

more compelling across

at senior levels today. So

individual. The bottom line

the process of determining

employee segments and

why do many organisations

is, not all options will work

whether and how flexible

demographic groups. CIPD

find flexible and part-time

for all roles.

and part-time working

research shows that Baby

working options so difficult

can be implemented.

Boomers, who represent

to embed? Why do so many

accepted flexible working,

Embedding the principles

30% of the UK workforce,

individuals find it so hard

support mechanisms

of job design for flexible

are choosing to work

to progress in their careers

must be put in place to

working in talent processes

longer and are looking for

on a flexible basis?

ensure long-term success.

can dramatically increase

different ways to transition

Encouraging companies

Employees and managers

the acceptance, adoption

into retirement: 44% would

to accept flexible working

need guidance and a clear

and success of flexible

like the option of working

can be difficult. Conversely,

understanding of what will

working patterns.

flexibly or part time.

the fear of saying “no” can

and won’t work for a role,

result in flexible working

the team, and the business.

Understanding and

A unique challenge

Similarly, Millennials,

Once a business has

for the workplace in

who account for 27% of the

patterns that are not

the next 10 to 15 years

UK workforce, want control

sustainable for the business

into areas such as job role

is the presence of four

over where and how work

or the individual. There

creation, recruitment, new

generations of workers.

gets done and 33% have

are more than 50 flexible

project team mobilisation,

The three largest groups

said the chance to work

working patterns in a

and restructuring, greatly

that will make up the

flexibly is a critical factor.

typical policy. Each will

enhances the likelihood of

have a different impact

the right flexible working

on the business and the

options being adopted.

future workforce are the
Baby Boomers (those born

www.flexibleboss.com

Capability Jane’s research
of the ‘experienced hire’

Factoring job design
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TECHNOLOGY

Vision
of the future
WITH BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE (BYOD) GROWING IN POPULARITY, EMPLOYERS
EMBRACING CHANGE ARE ADVISED TO CONSIDER ALL ASPECTS OF TECHNOLOGY
SECURITY, SAYS GABRIELLA JÓZWIAK

W

hen Cambridgeshire

offer. This enables workers to install

July 2013, 77% of UK employers offer

County Council employees

software on their Android or Apple

flexible working arrangements. The

began using personal

device that allows access to work

survey of more than 2,800 workplaces

mobile phones and portable devices

emails, calendars and documents. The

also found a quarter provided workers

for business tasks in 2012, bosses

information is hosted remotely and

with smartphones and one in ten

realised they needed to formalise

separated from their personal data by

offered tablet computers. In June, a

flexible working practices. “We knew

a “container” device managed by the

study of 1,000 global IT professionals

there must be a secure way of doing

IT team. “The advantage of that is if

by network access solutions provider

it,” says Alan Shields, IT architect

someone lost the device, we can delete

Aruba Networks suggested 59% of had

team manager for public sector

the container,” says Shields.

invested in full or partial BYoD.
Ensuring company data is

shared services organisation LGSS.
“We looked at the market and found

Change movement

kept secure is a top concern. But
according to software company

two products approved by central
government for compliance for use

Cambridgeshire County Council

Citrix’s international principal

in local authorities. We chose the

is among the growing number of

product marketing manager Rouven

cheapest one and piloted it.”

employers providing technological

Mayer, technologies developed over

tools that enable staff to work

recent years mean such worries are

today about 100 authority staff take

remotely. According to research

diminishing. “Previously concerns

up a bring your own device (BYoD)

published by Vodafone and RSA in

circulated around the lack of direct

The success of the trial means

20
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access to devices and lost devices,”

Breaches can lead to penalties of up

Kozup says setting up requires

he says. “Companies couldn’t deploy

to £500,000, Rice warns. “This is before

minimal training for IT administrators

patches and updates the way you

you even consider the reputational

and staff, aside from helping them

used to internally. There were

damage. It is in an organisation’s best

write policy guidelines. He also points

concerns around supporting devices

interests to make sure information is

out that remote working can lead to

if something breaks in the field.”

being processed securely at all times.”

reductions in the cost of office space.
“Organisations can also recruit lower-

Software allows workers to share
company files and access their PC

Cloud reliability

cost talent,” he adds. “If a business is
based in central London, but it can

through mobile devices. But none of
this information is actually stored

Choosing a reliable cloud provider

recruit employees in Bournemouth, it

on devices. “It’s on the cloud,”

is another consideration. They are

can tap into a lower cost of employee

says Mayer. “To access and share

not invincible from cyber attacks, as

who can be just as productive.”

company data, there are multiple

the case of cloud-based code-hosting

Vodafone has reported a 20%

layers of security, for example,

service Code Spaces in June this year

boost in productivity among staff

two-factor authentication, which

demonstrates. It announced it was

since it introduced flexible working

means only that employee can access

folding after a hacker deleted most

in 2009. Enterprise commercial

that data. Everything is encrypted

of its data and backups. In the same

marketing director Jonathan Kini

and there can be hierarchies that

month, global information assurance

says the changes to the company’s

mean only certain people can

firm NCC Group published a survey

working culture and use of technology

access certain kinds of data. It’s also

of 100 financial services firms that

mean it has accommodated almost

possible for the administrator to

showed only half carried out third

2,000 additional employees at its

remotely wipe everything.”

party audits of prospective cloud

headquarters without extra space.

providers prior to engagement. More

Guidelines essential
Despite this level of technological

“No one has their own desk - even

than 60% did not have any contractual

the CEO no longer has an office, but

protection if the cloud provider failed.

works in the open plan, shared desk

NCC Group managing director

environment like everyone else,”

control, Mayer says it is imperative

Daniel Liptrott says cloud computing

says Kini. “The campus is 100%

employers also provide staff

isn’t inherently dangerous but advises

laptop, and 100% mobile, so staff

guidelines around BYoD or remote

organisations to take precautions. “If

can work anywhere on site or log in

working policies. “It’s critical you

your cloud provider was to become

remotely. Employees are supplied

put a formal policy in place to set the

insolvent, what would that mean

with a laptop and mobile phone,

boundaries and make it crystal clear

for your data and how would your

or they can use their own mobile

to users and employees what they

business continue in the short term?”

devices on the Vodafone network with

are, and are not, allowed to do,” he

he asks. “Access to business critical

the appropriate security measures

says. “It’s about expectations, goals,

data could be lost forever, and that’s

installed.” As well as implementing

tools, and guidelines.”

an unthinkable scenario.”

technological security processes to

The Information Commissioner’s

Setting up secure processes and

enable this working environment, Kini

Office group manager for

structures that enable remote working

adds that all staff undergo mandatory

technology Simon Rice agrees.

or BYoD requires financial investment.

training to understand their security

He says employers should start

But Aruba senior director Chris Kozup

obligations.

by establishing which staff would

says flexibility can save companies

benefit from using a personal device

money in the long-term.

or working remotely, and what tasks

Attracting talent

“Ten years ago the way companies

they can perform securely. “The Data

built networks was primarily for

In Cambridgeshire, Shields says the

Protection Act requires organisations

users who came into an office space

authority’s investment in BYoD has

to have adequate security in place

and plugged in their device, so they

been cost-neutral. However, it has

to keep the personal information

invested significantly in technologies

helped other aspects of business.

they process secure,” says Rice. “This

like cabling,” he says. “These days

“We’re now seen as a more forward-

means information being accessed

most devices we use can’t even be

looking and attractive employer,

outside of the office environment

plugged in, so while there may be

especially with graduates,” he says.

must continue to be stored and

some incremental costs to invest in

Shields predicts take up will triple in

accessed securely. Failure to do so

the security and management side

the future. “It’s been very successful.

increases the likelihood of suffering

of solutions, companies can decrease

One employee told me it was the best

a serious data breach.”

investment in fixed infrastructure.”

thing that had happened to him in IT.”
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Switched on
IAN PETERS COMBINES HIS HIGH-LEVEL BRITISH GAS DAY JOB WITH
CHAIRMANSHIP OF EMPLOYERS FOR CARERS. HE TELLS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH
THAT FLEXIBLE WORKING IS ONE PART OF A STRATEGY THAT MAKES COMPLETE
BUSINESS SENSE

B

ritish Gas managing

for a couple of hours to see

2013 became chairman

wealth of options for those

director of

if I could help. Eleven years

of Employers for Carers

juggling their working life

residential energy

later I am still there,” he

(EfC), Carers UK’s employer

with caring. They include

laughs.

membership arm.

taking a month’s paid

Ian Peters is no stranger to
media vilification. Having

“I fell in love with them

While Peters has changed

leave or altering working

moved from the banking

– they are extraordinary

business roles since then,

hours. The company, which

sector into energy, he has

people. I was struck by the

he has taken the caring

employs 33,000, also has an

been in the firing line

commitment of the staff

agenda with him. It was

850-strong carers’ support

over lending practices

to what they are doing,

something British Gas was

network. Earlier this year

and energy prices. Yet the

and as I learned about the

doing but at a low level.

it became one of the first

less-publicised side of the

importance of the agenda in

“We upped our involvement

organisations to pioneer

man who in October faced

the UK given demographics,

in it from 2007. It’s a key

the Jointly app, which helps

a grilling from a select

the economic impact, and

part of what we do. It’s

co-ordinate the care of a

committee of MPs, is his

the plight of carers, it

not tick-box compliance,

loved one. It purchased a

long-term advocacy of the

engaged the rational side of

but fundamentally good

license for 1,000 apps for its

caring agenda.

my brain as well.”

business practice.”

employees.

Sitting in a meeting room

He adds: “At any one

Good business
practice

time one in nine of our

UK in 2003 to give some

Peters joined the board

you also have ‘sandwich

Peters says flexibility is key

financial advice because of

of Carers UK in 2003,

carers’ caring for children

to helping carers remain in

his banking and turnaround

becoming treasurer at

and parents at the same

the workforce. “There is a

experience.

the same time. He has

time – a relatively new

very distinct carers’ agenda

“They were in financial

been treasurer for 10 of

phenomenon.”

but the flexible working

distress. I went down there

the past 11 years and in

in British Gas’s Staines
complex, Peters tells how
he only popped into Carers

employees will be carers.
As the population ages

British Gas offers a

Flexibility
and caring

aspect fits within the
broader flexible working

CV

agenda. The full month

MA in social anthropology, Cambridge University

[of leave] will be needed

Runs a rose-growing business in the Channel Islands

from time to time by some

1981: Warwick Business School: sets up business studies library

people, but it’s the routine

1982-2000: Natwest Bank: roles include director, merchant acquiring; head

flexibility that’s more

of retail marketing and sales; head of small businesses banking and various

valued.”

roles in insurance, capital markets and risk.

The need for flexibility

1988-89: MBA at Warwick Business School with stints at National Maritime Museum,

in difficult situations is

Metropolitan Police and Coopers & Lybrand (now PwC)

one Peters knows all too

2000: European marketing director and head of SMEs for insurance broker Marsh

well. He worked from

2002: Joins Centrica as MD of Goldfish bank to turn around and sell the business

home when his wife was

2004: Becomes business development director of British Gas Business, Centrica

incapacitated by a knee

2005: Promoted to MD of British Gas Business

injury in 2005 and couldn’t

2007-present: chief operating officer, British Gas and MD of residential energy (since 2011)

look after their three
children. “It was the hardest
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nine months of my working
life,” he says. “I was the
MD of British Gas Business,
a 3,000-people business,
and I had to completely
change the way I worked.
Largely that meant working
from home in three shifts:
before the school run, in the
middle of the day and then
after the school run when
they had been fed.”
Peters is clear that
flexibility makes business
sense for many reasons,
not least of which are
retention and recruitment
benefits. “You get the
double whammy. You
avoid recruitment costs but
particularly you avoid the
experience drain.
“Retaining scarce
skills in the workplace
when employees have
caring responsibilities is
increasingly important,
particularly for an
organisation like ours.
We’ve got 13,000 engineers
we have invested two years’
training in. Losing them has
a big economic impact.”
This attitude makes it
easier to attract carers to
the business. “It’s more than
flexible working, but that’s
at the core of it. If you have
the right approach around
empathy, flexibility and the
provision of advice, you can
improve your employer
proposition. It translates
to less absence because
people have the right flexible
structure so don’t need to take
it as unpaid leave, and very
high commitment levels.”

Leading from the top
Peters has championed the
caring agenda from the
top at British Gas. “If an

www.flexibleboss.com
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organisation wasn’t doing

It’s absolutely the right

anything and wanted to get

principle, but there are

it off the ground, it would

challenges in making it

be much easier to do if it

happen. There is no

was sponsored from the top

magic wand.”

in a very visible way,” he

Facing the future

says. “Once it’s matured and
well-embedded, I think it’s
less reliant on that degree

As well as wrestling with

of active sponsorship. It’s

ways of helping smaller

relatively self-sustaining now

firms, businesses involved

– it wasn’t five years ago.”

with EfC are hoping to link

Making sure managers

their carer networks to

are flexible is also

enhance support. There

important and the company

are even plans to use the

is rolling out training

day-to-day work of British

programmes on this. “If the

IAN PETERS

line manager is empathetic

Family: I have three children who are 23, 21 and 17.

out of smart meters with

that’s hugely valued.”

What is your favourite book?

modems connected to

Lord of the Rings.

appliances could mean

Growing awareness
of caring

What is your favourite film?

that if an elderly relative

An obscure 1960s film called Johnny Got His Gun, about a man

failed to turn the kettle on

terribly injured in a trench in the First World War, which was

by a certain time an alarm

The situation for carers

banned for many years and is quite harrowing. It is utterly

would be triggered.

has improved drastically,

compelling, but you don’t watch it for a laugh.

says Peters, largely because

Most embarrassing work moment?

technical capability

it is now on the political

I was once introduced by Eamonn Holmes on Sky News

to provide something

agenda. “There’s more

as the most hated man in Britain.

genuinely mould-breaking

Gas creatively. The roll-

“We’ve got the emerging

to do but there is a ball

which would help carers

rolling. The issues are

and the people they care
Peters’ other concern is

understood now and the

recognise themselves as

economic case is pretty well

carers, others may be

in transmitting flexibility

proven.” Importantly, EfC

reluctant to come forward.

for carers to small and

at British Gas should be

membership is growing

“We want to take the fear

medium-sized enterprises

able to fit their jobs around

as more organisations

out of that and have to work

(SMEs), where the

their other needs. Peters

recognise the challenges

particularly hard in areas

challenges in implementing

says the company’s HR

facing the workforce.

that are male-led, such as

these benefits are greater

director is a case in point,

engineering.”

and the resources smaller.

working a four-hour-a-day

Yet there are areas where

for,” says Peters.
Ultimately, employees

While the right to request

contract until her child goes

made, both within British

support for carers to

extension is great news for

to school. “She felt she had

Gas and beyond. Peters

different kinds of business

workers, small companies

to resign because of what

is concerned that the

is important. While security

can struggle. “For SMEs

she wanted to do. We have

company’s carers’ network

company G4S has recently

the impact of 20% of your

constructed something that

is too small. “One of the

joined EfC, there are few

staff being flexible is

works for her and when her

things we worry about is

blue collar organisations

much harder than it is for

child is in school and settled

hidden carers. If we’ve got

involved.

an organisation of scale.

we’ll be happy to have her

progress still needs to be

He adds that spreading

back full time.”

33,000 people, we should

Flexibility is ingrained in

have about 2,500 people in
our network. 850 people
is great – it’s one of the
biggest in the country – but
I know there’s a lot more
out there.”
While some people don’t
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“We’ve got the capability to
provide something genuinely
mould-breaking to help carers”

the culture of the business.
Peters is clear that customer
satisfaction improves when
staff are happy and with an
ageing workforce, this issue
is moving up the agenda.
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IN THE
OFFICE

Driving change
CAR RENTAL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS HAS TRANSFORMED ITS EMPLOYEE
EXPERIENCE IN A SUSTAINABLE HEADQUARTERS. HEATHER GREIG-SMITH TOURS
THE FACILITY AND TALKS TO UK & IRELAND HR DIRECTOR LEIGH LAFEVER-AYER
ABOUT THE COMPANY’S FLEXIBLE PRINCIPLES

T

here is a gap in the ‘heritage
wall’ display in the foyer of
Enterprise House in Egham.

The new European headquarters
for the global car rental company is
waiting for the final touch: a speciallycommissioned model of the USS
Enterprise, the war ship that founder
Jack Taylor served on in the Second
World War.
Taylor named his company after the
ship and the model is one example of the
Enterprise personality that is stamped on
the building. In the canteen, communal
tables encourage collaboration in front
of a Route 66 mural. London scenes are
painted on the walls in other areas of
the building and work by local artists is
proudly displayed.
The refurbishment is sustainable and
designed with green aims, to the point
of recycling old carpet tiles for horse
bedding. However, UK and Ireland HR
director Leigh Lafever-Ayer says the
building also “allows us to be much more
flexible in how and where we work”.
In addition to the canteen, each floor
has a ‘hub space’ with drinks machine,
fridge and seating. The bench tops
have sockets and network ports for
easy access to information and there
are comfortable seating areas. “These
were designed to pull everyone into
a central space and allow the flow of
ideas that naturally comes from people
together.”
The HQ currently houses 300 of
the UK’s 3,400-plus employees, but
this number is expected to grow
significantly in the coming years,
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“We have ‘hot desks’ so those normally working outside the
office can come in at short notice, plus conferencing facilities
to communicate more easily with those working elsewhere”

something the flexible office can

will go through different periods of

encouraged to use flexible working in

accommodate.

their lives when it’s needed,” says

ways that work for them, such as the

Lafever-Ayer.

different shift patterns adopted by 20%

“We have introduced a large
number of new ‘hot desks’ so those

She says the flexible approach is

of the offices.

normally working outside of the office

important for the talent pipeline

environment can easily come in and

in a company that likes to promote

room to expand and develop a

work from the office at short notice,”

internally. “We promote 99% from

technology area in a second building,

says Lafever-Ayer. “We also have more

within and take people throughout

the business is currently using a local

meeting rooms equipped with new

their careers.”

school’s computer facilities, making

Although the Enterprise site has

conferencing facilities to allow us to

Support of flexibility is true across

use of resources that would otherwise

communicate more easily with those

the business. There are now more than

sit unused for some of the time. In the

working elsewhere.”

100 home workers reporting to the

second building it has flexible meeting

Enterprise business support centre in

and events space to conduct in-

flexibility is valued and extends

Aldershot, a figure reached only two

house training and meetings. “In our

beyond parents and carers. All

years after the initiative was launched.

previous location we were pushed for

employees have had access to flexible

To begin with only three people were

space and couldn’t have quality face-

working for the past 15 years, with

interested, but the take-up has grown

to-face meetings,” says Lafever-Ayer.

some making alternative working

dramatically since then. “You don’t

“Here I can engage with 24 members

arrangements for fitness or further

have to have worked in the office

of my team, which I haven’t been able

study. The multi-generational

first and can do shifts as short as two

to do for 18 months.”

workforce means this is used at

hours,” says Lafever-Ayer.

Across the Enterprise business

different times of working life. “It’s not
going to be for everyone, and people

She says that the new building

Likewise, the company’s 370

also makes it easier to attract staff

customer-facing UK branches are

who want to take the train or walk
as the previous site relied on shuttle
transport from the station. When
the company hosts meetings with
international visitors, the upcoming
development of hotels in Egham
and the facilities in walking distance
will also improve the face-to-face
opportunities.
It is hard to believe that the
light-filled central stairway in the
Enterprise building was not there
before the company refurbished
– it is now the main thoroughfare
and somewhere the team can mix
together. The building is adaptable
and packed with personality, ready to
accommodate serious expansion.
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Stamp of approval
FAMOUS FOR ITS FRANKING MACHINES, PITNEY BOWES DECIDED TO USE AN
OFFICE MOVE TO REVOLUTIONISE ITS WORKING PRACTICES. AS A RESULT OF
INTRODUCING HOME WORKING, IT RETAINED MOST OF ITS STAFF AND CONVERTED
THEM TO THE FLEXIBILITY CAUSE, FINDS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

W

hen the customer
communication technology
firm Pitney Bowes moved

450 members of staff 20 miles from
Harlow to Hatfield, managers estimated
they would lose 50% of the workforce.
Employees were wedded to their
location: many walked or cycled to work
and families had been in the company
for generations. Moving was not popular
but essential, given the cost of the ageing
headquarters.
Eighteen months later, only six
employees have left because of the move.
The company has used its relocation as
a catalyst for cultural transformation,
embedding flexibility into the business’s
DNA. This has softened the blow of
upheaval while getting the company
– famous for the franking and mail
machines that decorate its new offices –
ready for the future.
Today, only 60 members of staff
work in the office exclusively. “This has
changed from only 60 working elsewhere
before,” says Liese Lord, HR business
partner for Global Mailing Solutions,
Europe. Sitting in stylish and light space
on Hatfield Business Park, she explains
the journey that the company has taken
and says it is a constant evolution.
“We wanted to move from
presenteeism to trust, enabling people
to work how, when and where it suits
them,” she says. “I refuse to write a policy
on flexible working – it’s a way of life, not
a piece of paper.”
Lord and her team were tasked with
taking as many people as they could
from Harlow to Hatfield. “The aim was
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“The aim was to move with minimal impact on the business.
We thought we could keep more people if we encouraged them
to work flexibly and broke the nine-to-five culture”

to move with minimal impact on the

the move. This involved team talks,

areas where support is needed. Desks

business and no drop in revenue. We

building home-working guidelines,

are still mainly allocated and some

thought we could keep more people if we

and making sure everyone had the

individuals have designated offices. Yet in

encouraged them to work flexibly and

right equipment. It costs the business

comparison with the old model, today’s

broke the nine-to-five culture.”

the same to lease a laptop as a desktop

ways of working have been a dramatic

computer and headsets were added

change. “It’s a constant evolution,” she

a reality, including one-to -one meetings

for all employees to be able to use VOIP

says. “We are reducing the teams who

with 388 employees in 17 days and

telephony.

come to the office every day.”

Great lengths were taken to make this

electing representatives to highlight

Lord talks of “widening the working

Desk attachment

fears. As 25% of the team had issues with

window”, with employees able to choose

childcare or other caring responsibilities

working hours that make commuting

they worked to help them. “We didn’t

and other commitments easier. Even

Unsurprisingly staff members are

want to just give cash because that

customer-facing portions of the business

attached to their desks. In the new

doesn’t necessarily solve stress,” says

have managed flexibility, with the

building 82% are allocated to people

Lord. In the end, only four people

introduction of a rotational shift pattern

who thought they would be working in

needed additional financial support and

so that individuals only do standard

the office at least four days a week. The

a further four stayed in the Harlow call

hours every third week. They can also

company predicted 70%-80% occupancy

centre.

work from home part of the time as long

but five months after moving in, an

as the business needs are met.

occupancy survey revealed levels of 43%.

One of the solutions offered to
employees was to work from home, a

Lord is clear that implementation of

This is not desirable in the long term.

suggestion some found “abhorrent”.

a truly agile working environment is a

However, pilot projects began so that

long road and the journey is not over.

success. “Until we moved in no-one

teams could test remote working before

In fact, the experience has highlighted

knew what it would be like,” Lord

Partly, it is a mark of the endeavour’s

says. The building is divided into
‘neighbourhoods’ where teams sit and
she is now adding hot-desking zones into
each one. “In time we want to move to a
culture where you can sit at any desk and
we use the space more fluidly,” she says,
adding that numbers using the building
will rise and higher occupancy means a
more vibrant space.
There is certainly choice in where
to work. As well as conventional desks
there are ‘huddle rooms’ that can be used
on an ad hoc basis for up to a couple of
hours; individual offices; phone booths
for conference calls; meeting rooms
that seat between four and 22 people;
two café areas; ‘touchdown’ tables;
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development and introduction of a global
questionnaire on employee readiness for
agile working so that relevant support
and training can be provided.
“We believe the questionnaire is the
first of its kind,” says Lord. “It will help
us understand how well suited and
ready an individual is to working in
a flexible way. It is not a ‘yes’ or ‘no’
tool, but is based around our core values
and tells us how we need to support

“If they want to come in from nine to five
every day, they can. We just ask them to
respect that may not work for the team”

people. We have been evolving it over
18 months and it has just been launched
in the US.”
In time, this will link to online training.
And, in a step that will be a breath of
fresh air for many struggling to promote
flexibility, there is a specific section in

separate seating areas and raised desks

manager has tried to reinforce more of

the questionnaire and report about

with projectors tucked into the end of

an office-based approach on a team level.

managers.

each floor. The way the space is used

“People don’t want to give it up. It’s the

is constantly monitored and adapted –

reason they stayed,” she says.

Ongoing project

Challenges of the model

The results so far have been impressive.

some of the huddle rooms will soon be
bookable and a sofa room for lunchtime
relaxation is being created, as well as
There are, of course, issues to tackle and

calculates 500,000 commuting miles

spaces.

a particular concern has been how to

were cut in the first year, saving

reduce the isolation experienced by some

more than £165,000. The changes are

of the home workers. “We do like people

being rolled out across the company’s

to come into the office regularly. Fear of

European offices, and have already been

Leading by example is an oft-quoted

travelling has pushed some people away

implemented in Germany.

essential for the implementation of

more than we would like,” she says.

A flexible working culture is suited to

Lord’s team is promoting face-to-

multi-generational business, says Lord,

Successful implementation

flexible working in a business and
Lord agrees this was the case for Pitney

face technology to connect people

whether that be younger generations’

Bowes. Lord adds that peer pressure

– encouraging video calls instead of

desire to blend work and social life, or

between managers also helped embed

ordinary calls where possible. They are

the responsibilities of family and caring

the principles.

also keen for individuals to come into

in middle and later life.
For Lord, the realisation that people

“We did lots of training for managers

the office on a regular basis and connect

about flexible working and invited them

to the business. “There’s no reason why

change at a different pace has been

into sessions to chat with a peer group

people can’t agree to have a team day in

significant. “You have to accept that not

and share experiences,” she says. “Peer

the office once a fortnight,” she suggests.

everyone is going to do it at the same

pressure works really well, especially if

Monitoring behaviour such as

speed,” she says. “I have managers

they hear examples from someone they

breakdowns in communication, illness or

adamant they were never going to work

respect on the same level as them in the

stress is also important. “We have to keep

from home who now do.”

company.”

our finger on the pulse because when

She adds that agile working cannot be
forced on people. “We give people the
choice. If they want to come in from nine

As customer communication

people’s behaviour changes, you have to

technology changes, Pitney Bowes’ once

pick it up quickly to stop it spiralling.”

state-of-the-art mailing machines are

The company has developed a suite

now preserved for history in shiny glass

to five every day, they can. We just ask

of tools to help support both staff and

cases. The company’s ways of working

them to respect that may not work for

managers, including a training module

have had a similar overhaul.

their team.”

on managing agile teams and profiling

“We were in desperate need of

to assess employee preferences.

change. We could have been the

approach they become attached to it.

A partnership with Occupational

dinosaur,” says Lord. That is no longer

Lord says there has been resistance if a

Psychology Services has enabled the

a possibility.

Yet when workers adapt to the flexible
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As well as retention success, Lord

more colour and design injected into the
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A quiet job
revolution
at the top
Andy Lake, director
Flexibility.co.uk

T

he changing nature

most effective locations and

are based on ‘flexibility

of work is set to have

times – not necessarily in

by exception’, to support

a profound effect

the office – and replacing

diversity and work-life

on one of the UK’s biggest

the traditional meetings

balance, most commonly

employers: government.

culture with “simplified

for reasons of childcare.

I was commissioned

collaboration”. Space is

‘Flexibility as normal’

by the government to

allocated to activities, not

requires a challenging step

produce guidance being

individuals or on the basis

forward and a strategic,

launched at a series of

of seniority, and managing

business-focused approach.

Civil Service Live events

performance focuses on

It involves challenging

in June and July. The Way

results and outcomes

assumptions about how,

We Work: A Guide to Smart

rather than presence.

where and when work is

Working in Government

This is not just aspiration.

“Government
workplaces
are evolving
towards a
bureauless
bureaucracy”

done – and that can be a
new opportunities for local

sets out a vision of more

The guide includes 10 case

mobility and flexibility,

studies of departments

electronic processes, online

that are making progress

for ever more effective

collaboration and virtual

using new technologies and

smart working, as new and

to lead by example and

meetings, where fewer

innovative smart-working

more immersive forms of

adopt new practices where

government offices are

environments to achieve

collaboration appear on

interaction with officials

used more intensively, and

significant reductions in

the horizon – for example,

is digital by default. I

redesigned so that people

costs and carbon footprint.

3D telepresence and

look forward to the day

work in a range of settings

Future plans include

holopresence – and new

when our legislators base

for different activities

departments sharing

social media applications

themselves mainly in

rather than ranks of

premises with other public

become established.

their constituencies, with

individually assigned desks.

sector agencies around the

step too far for some.
But there is potential

Government workplaces

jobs and enterprise.
Political leaders need

committee work, debates

country, public sector work

are evolving towards a

and voting taking place

effectiveness and more

hubs and possibly the use

‘bureauless bureaucracy’,

through conferencing,

efficient use of resources –

of private sector hubs and

with the focus on people

online collaboration, and

and therefore of taxpayers’

co-working spaces, too.

and their work more than

virtual/physical meetings.

sitting at desks in offices.

Then we would know

Employees who work

that smart working in

The aim is greater

money – which is central to
the government’s Efficiency

This progress is welcome,
but how far can it go?

locally can be much more

government had truly come

bodies in the UK have

embedded in communities.

of age.

working in government

good policies for employee

The changing shape of

Andy Lake a government

include working at the

flexibility. But often these

government can reflect

adviser on smart working.

and Reform programme.
Key principles of smart

www.flexibleboss.com

Generally, government
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OPINION

Right to
request:
on trial
Anna Fletcher, director
Wragge Lawrence
Graham & Co

F

rom 30 June all

employees making flexible

a protected characteristic

employees will be

working requests may

believe their requests

eligible to request

themselves wish to trial

have been unreasonably

flexible working, subject

the arrangement. The

refused. Agreeing to a

to having 26 weeks’

legislation is sadly silent

trial period will not only

continuous service and not

on this point. However, the

make the employer appear

having made a request in

Acas guide suggests that

reasonable but could also

the previous 12 months.

an employer unsure about

help reduce the risk of

Currently this right is only

the viability of a particular

successful complaints.

available to employees with

arrangement may want to

The trial period will equip

children who are under

consider a trial period. The

the employer with the

17 (or those with disabled

employee cannot insist on a

evidence to reject a request

children) and those with

trial but the option may be

for non-discriminatory

caring responsibilities.

of benefit for both sides.

reasons, enabling them

For employees, trial

to demonstrate that the

reasonable assessment of
the arrangement.

Employees will have the
right to request flexible

periods provide the perfect

request was dealt with in a

working, although not the

opportunity to demonstrate

reasonable manner.

right to actually receive

the benefits of their

it. However, there will

proposal – and persuade

both parties should agree to

clearly explaining that

be a duty on employers

the sceptics. They also give

extend the decision period

the change is temporary

to deal with requests in

employees an incentive to

and be clear on the date on

and that where, following

a “reasonable manner”

prove that the arrangement

which the extension is to

the trial, the employer

within the decision period.

can work. On the employer

end. This should be set out

concludes the change

This means within three

side, trial periods give the

in writing and be signed

is inappropriate, the

months of receiving the

employer time to judge the

and dated by employer and

employer reserves the right

request (including any

practicality of the request.

employee. They may also

to require the employee

want to agree on review

to return to their previous

to the employer. With

periods where both parties

working arrangement.

the extension to the

can discuss how the new

Again, this should be signed

unsure of the viability

right to the request and

arrangements are working

and dated by the employee.

of the request for the

the anticipated rise in

and consider adjustments

As long as you are clear

business, they may want

requests, there is likely

before a final decision is

it is a trial, it is a great way

to offer a trial period

to be an increased risk

made. The length of the

to manage the request in a

instead of simply rejecting

of discrimination claims,

trial should be no longer

way that is advantageous to

the request. Similarly

where employees who have

than required to make a

both parties.

appeal) unless the parties
agree to an extension.
Where employers are
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“A trial period
will make
the employer
appear
reasonable and
reduce the risk
of complaints”
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There is another benefit

Before trialing a request,

This trial arrangement
should be well documented,

www.flexibleboss.com

OPINION

Time to
re-think
learning
David Dunbar, general manager
BT Flexible Working
Services

L

earning rarely

It is important to get

channels so broadly really

happens in just a

content delivery right,

brings out the insecurity

classroom: we gain

but opening up content

in some organisations. For

10% of our knowledge

creation is the key to

those who embrace it, the

through formal means, 20%

making it relevant and

realisation that the process

by observing peers, and

fresh. Collaborative

becomes self-policing and

70% through experience.

Learning goes well beyond

self-sustaining isn’t long in

So if access to learning and

interacting with courses:

coming.

development is anchored in

it means linking people.

particular locations, there

Real learning happens

to scratch the surface.

is an impact on options for

when people are exposed

Learning only delivers

working flexibly, especially

to living knowledge. That

its full potential if it is

with respect to career

might mean wiki web

applied across your entire

progression.

applications, blogs, ask-an-

organisation, and too often

can help boost skills, or

As learning matures it

expert, corporate YouTube,

it is focused on specific

offer the right contacts,

is also important to create

or communities. It doesn’t

functions.

give the individual a

opportunities for people

mean filtering information

with all working styles to

through a central team,

objective, and continuous

no matter where they

contribute to what will

or designating a few

development, is a

are. It’s a virtuous circle

increasingly become a two-

individual experts.

cornerstone of effective

because performance can

flexible working: if your

also feed into learning

way continuous process.

The real potential is for

But this is just starting

Management by

“The real
potential is for
raw input to
the corporate
knowledge pool
from everyone”

chance to equip for success,

Getting this right says a lot

raw, un-moderated input

people have SMART

systems, feeding back

about how mature an agile

to the corporate knowledge

objectives, they gain focus

what worked, what can be

environment is.

pool from everyone in

and that focus is directly

improved, and what needs

the organisation. After

linked to business needs.

to be shared or changed.

however, bubbling with

all, people are expert at

Creating links between

new technologies and

different things at different

learning and performance

fiction, but the systems are

social norms. Practices

times. The person with the

means that we can start

there to make it happen

such as BYoD (bring

right knowledge at that

to build intelligence into

(albeit with considerable

your own device) and

moment might be the one

our knowledge systems,

evolution ahead of them).

the consumerisation of

who has just experienced

to proactively offer the

There is a lot to be done

corporate devices are

an issue and can share

learning needed to further

around your learning and

widespread, adding

a fix, or a warning. The

individual objectives.

knowledge strategy – the

another dimension to

thought of opening up

learning strategies.

corporate communication

The landscape is complex

www.flexibleboss.com

Systems that flag when
an objective is failing and

It sounds like science

first step being to ensure
you have one.
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THE JOB
SHARE

A fresh approach
UNILEVER MARKETING JOB SHARE PARTNERS CLARE DOLAN AND ROSIE O’MALLEY
EXPLAIN HOW THEY JOINED FORCES AND WHY THEIR PARTNERSHIP HAS BUSINESS
AS WELL AS PERSONAL BENEFITS

U

nlike many job share

having her first child she had worked

“There is no ‘you’ or ‘me’ it is ‘us’,” says

partnerships, Clare Dolan and

in a full-time European role with lots

O’Malley. “We do all the people stuff

Rosie O’Malley’s was suggested

of travelling – it wasn’t something she

together as well.”

by their manager. For over two years

wanted to repeat. “When I left for my

the pair have been job sharing a

second maternity leave there was a big

have two of us working flat out three

role at Unilever as global strategy

drive in Unilever about diversity and

days a week.” There are also two

marketing director in the laundry

keeping senior women. Job sharing

people’s strengths in one job. “Work

category, including brands Persil, Surf

was starting to happen so I went away

isn’t nine to five any more, particularly

and Comfort.

with that hope.”

in global organisations. This could

When the job came up, boss Simon

The two share all tasks and manage

The business sees benefits. “They

really be a way to make that work

Thong approached O’Malley about

two other people. O’Malley works

the role. She didn’t want to increase

Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays and

her days from three to full-time, so

Dolan works Tuesday to Thursday.

times where possible, swap days if

he suggested she job share with a

They catch up on the phone on

they need to and are flexible if they

colleague due to come back from

Thursday afternoon and Dolan writes

need to travel, do occasional extra days

maternity leave – Dolan.

a handover note. “It’s a bit of an

or some evening work. “There is give

ongoing to do list with gossip thrown

and take in that respect.”

“We were peers but had never

instead of doing 12 hour days.”
They schedule holidays for different

worked together,” says O’Malley

in,” she laughs. Last thing on Monday,

(below, left). “He knew us both well

O’Malley writes her note and they sit

they support each other and have

and thought we could work together.

down together on a Tuesday.

someone to bounce ideas off when it

We thought about it, met for coffee

They make sure sharing information

Dolan adds that the job share means

comes to difficult decisions or staff

and put together a proposal. Simon

is their responsibility. “We never

issues. “The more senior it gets the

supported us as we sold it to our VP.

expect anyone else to have to have a

more lonely it gets and you only have

He was taking a risk but thankfully we

conversation twice,” says Dolan. They

your boss to share things with. Having

have proved it can work.”

also take joint credit for all work they

an ongoing partner is brilliant. Our

do, with joint reviews and appraisals.

bosses were really surprised that we

When Dolan returned to work after

don’t need much guidance or support
because we do that for each other.”
Job sharing has increased across
Unilever. “There are more than you’d
think – about 70 pairs. More and more
senior leaders are taking it up as a
way of working. Flexible working is
a massive thrust in Unilever and job
sharing is part of that.”
They don’t believe job sharing will
hold them back and are hopeful of
advancing in future. “We have been
asked if this is just a staging post until
we come back full-time. We want to
prove that it is not. We have heard of
couples that have been together for a
very long time,” says Dolan.
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